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Sew your own chic and original dresses with this stylish sewing book.Japanese style has long been
admired for its grace and artistry. Add to that a sense of fun, and you have the sew-it-yourself
Stylish Dress Book. Complete with stunning full-color photos, this Japanese sewing book (in
English) gives you instructions and pull-out patterns for unique Japanese fashionâ€”26 relaxed and
comfortable yet elegant dresses and topsâ€”pretty, timeless pieces that can be worn year after year,
by women of all ages and sizes. The detailed diagrams and easy-to-follow instructions take you
step-by-step from layout to finished garment. The no-rules looks pictured in this book are perfect for
today's carefree fashion sensibility and will inspire you to have fun with fabric and style. Simple lines
make these garments perfect for women of all ages and all sizes. This book includes a complete
western-sized sewing pattern for each design that is easily adjusted to fit your body form. The clear,
concise diagrams and simple instructions allow you to create your own unique style with ease and
confidence.
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If you are at all acquainted with the current market of Japanese sewing books, you probably have
heard of the name Yoshiko Tsukiori. She's one of the most popular and prolific authors in her field,
with a multitude of fans around the world. This book is the first in a series of 3 volumes named
Stylish Dress Book, and very often seen discussed in sewing blogs and community sites. For
example, the French sewing community Japan Couture Addicts [...] has literally hundreds of

member posts of projects from this book (both the original Japanese and the French editions). I
highly recommend visiting this site to see what sorts of styles are included in this book, and to
inspire your creativity with ideas of how the styles can be executed.The designs in this book have a
distinctly quaint, countryside aesthetic, best suited for printed woven cottons, such as those
produced by Liberty of London (prominently featured in this book). If your tastes range more toward
the current RTW trends or more modern deconstructed styles, you might not find the dresses very
appealing. The sizes in this book covers bust measurements 78cm (30.75 inches) to 102cm (40.25
inches), which is broader than what the original Japanese edition offered. It seems they added in 2
larger sizes for the American edition. If you are larger than this size range, you might still be able to
use the patterns provided, as the designs have a fairly large amount of ease, and most people
seem to go a size or two down to achieve a closer fit. If you have a little bit of experience with
pattern resizing, then it would probably be pretty straightforward to resize the patterns, as the pieces
are mostly boxy and geometric, and the construction is pretty simple and mostly involves
straight-line sewing.
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